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Cross country ski sizing guide

Cross-country skis are sized and adapt to three things, 1). Skier Weight: This is the first and most important thing when sizing or adjusting a cross-country ski, because the skis have a different stiffness. The rigidity of a ski will determine the behaviour of the ski under the skier. 2) Skier height: Longer skis
are naturally rigid due to the amount of materials used in their construction. So often, the weight of the skiers will dictate the length of the ski, but if you give the choice of two lengths, the ability of the skiers must be taken into account. 3) Skier capacity level: Longer skis are generally faster, but can be
difficult to control or manoeuvre for beginner skiers. Where do you plan to ski? Is the first and most important issue when determining the right size of ski. Are you planning to ski on frozen lakes, snowy golf courses or in the woods through fresh, uns snowy snow? or are you planning to ski on groomed
trails in a ski area or a local park? What style of skiing do you plan to use? Skating: Skiing in which the skis are pointed outwards and the skier alternately pushes each other and glides on the other in a movement similar to ice skating. Skate skiing must be done on groomed groomed tracks. Classic:
skiing in which skis are alternately pushed forward parallel to each other in a movement similar to walking or running. Classic skiing can be done on groomed and non-snowy snow, but different types of skis will be best performed in each condition. A classic racing ski, which is long and narrow will be
faster in machined groomed tracks but can sink under fresh snow and be slow and difficult. While a classic ski touring that is wider and shorter will be more effective in fresh snow not dug, but can be slow and heavy in the groomed slopes machined. Classic and ski touring are adapted to a different
stiffness than skate skis because a classic or touring ski must both slide and kick. Classic wax and wax-free skis SkisA Waxable Classic ski can be used in all types of snow conditions and when proper wax will be the fastest and most effective option. Waxable Classic skis use kick or grip wax on the base
of the ski under and in front of the foot of the skiers (kick area) and slide wax on the ends and tails. Most Nordic skiers prefer to use wax skis because they give when the ability to make adjustment based on snow condition and temperature. Waxless SkisA Waxless Classic skis is a popular option because
they don't require much maintenance to perform effectively. A classic ski without wax can use a fish scale or crown pattern or skin material in the kick zone that allows the skier to grab the snow and slide the other ski forward. Waxless Classic skis offer grip in a variety of snow conditions, making it the best
option for skiers who want to grab and go and don't worry about waxing. Wax. You can always wax the sliding areas of your classic ski without wax with gliding wax, which will allow the ski to slide further and further. STEINEXKURS XXL - ALLES, WAS FROM WISSEN MUSST! Es ist an der Zeit, den
ewigen Begleiter des Kletterers, den Felsen, etwas genauer unter die Lupe zu nehmen! weiterlesen... Bergfreundin Marianne Skip to Main Content Skier Weight (lb)Ski Length (cm)SkatingClassicTouring100 - 110170 - 180180 - 190160 - 166110 - 120172 - 182182 - 192160 - 166120 - 130175 - 185185 -
195170130 - 140177 - 190187 - 200170 - 176140 - 150180 - 195190 - 205170 -176150 - 160185 - 195195 - 210180160 - 180190 - 195200 - 210180 - 186180+190 - 195205 - 210190 - 196Helpful Calculations:For Classic Your Height in Inches x 2.6 + 15 = Approximate Classic Touring Cross Country Ski
SizeFor Skate Your Height in Inches x 2.6 + 5 = Approximate Skate Ski SizeFor Backcountry Your Height in Inches +/- 2 to 6 Depending on Skill Level, Use, and Specific SkisReasons to size your skis shorter, closer to your chin:You are a beginner or intermediate skierYour weight is lighter than average
for your heightYou like to make short, quick turnsReasons to size your skis longer , closer to the top of your head: You ski fast and aggressivelyYou weigh more than average for your sizeYou plan to do the majority of your ski off the trackYou buy a ski with significant rocker in the tip A shorter ski will be
easier to turn but not as stable as a longer ski. Whether it's classic cross-country skiing in Loipe or sports skating, cross-country skiing is only fun when you use a ski of the right length! This article attempts to explain how you can calculate your cross-country ski length and how body weight and height
relate to it. And since skis aren't all that matters when cross-country skiing, we've also gathered useful information on the length of ski poles and other cross-country skiing equipment! The right length of skiing means that cross-country skiing is neither too short nor too long. Good advice, don't you think?
That's right, there's definitely more to it! First, the distinction between classic cross-country skis and skating skis: basically, the first is longer. What is the best length for classic cross-country skis? In classic cross-country skiing, you ski on the loipe in fluid movements; your arms and legs swing diagonally
at each other. Body weight is shifted evenly, alternating from one leg to the other. Basically, the classic style is very similar to normal walking and therefore perfect for cross-country beginners. A special feature of classic cross-country skis is the climbing area. To move forward, you need good grip, when
you go up. Therefore, the climbing area must be interwoven with the snow so that you can walk uphill. Your body weight is crucial to press the skis in the snow. A simple formula for calculating length length Be: Body size (cm) - 20-30 cm - ski lengthWhat you used 20, 25, 30 cm or something in between in
this formula depends on your level of experience. If you're just starting out with cross-country skiing, skiing may well be chosen a little shorter. For advanced skiers, longer models are suitable. If you prefer an exact length for your skis, I ask you to see our product finder. After entering your exact weight,
we will calculate the best length for you based on the model you have chosen. If several lengths are given, the longer length always applies to the more experienced skier while the shorter length is better for a less experienced skier. Which length is best for skating skis? Cross-country skating is perfect for
people who approach cross-country skiing with an extra share of sporting ambition. Like in-line skating, the racing style is sporty and dynamic. A certain level of fitness is certainly recommended during skating, as it is more exhausting than conventional cross-country skiing. By the way, you usually skate
on a particular skating track. Skating skiing itself has no climbing area and is much stiffer than a conventional cross-country ski. Regarding length, you can take the following formula as a general rule: Bodz size (cm) - 10-15 cm - ski lengthInstead of adding 10 cm absolute skating beginners can also start
using skis only 8 cm more than their body size. When you enter your personal information into our Product Finder, you can also find extra help skating. This will help you know how long you need for a model! Cross-country skiing for children is healthy and fun: the perfect offer! From the age of 3-5 years, it
makes sense to take the children with you to the track and allow them to do their first experiences in classic cross-country skiing. Not focusing on children's sporting ambitions to prevent the child from feeling overwhelmed is very important. The following basic rule can be used for children: Skating: For
beginners take the body size and subtract 5 to 10 cm. For advanced children take body size and add 5 cm to 10 cmClassic: For beginners take body size and add 10 cm, for advanced children take body size and add 10 cm - 20 cmCross-country skis for children are available in lengths between 110 and
170 cm. If in doubt, it is always best to choose a slightly shorter version - especially if the child is still standing at the beginning of his cross-country skiing career and needs to get used to it first. When parents and kids have found the right cross-country skis, they're ready for snow - aren't they? Yes, as
long as the rest of the equipment is appropriate! Of course, for cross-country skiing, we need skis - but just as important are the corresponding ski poles! They give you the momentum you need and must also be chosen in a length that best suits your skiing style. What is the best ski pole length for cross-
country skiing As with your cross-country skis, you should pay special attention to your sticks. Whether it's classic cross-country skiing or skating, these basic rules apply: Classic cross-country ski stick: body size (cm) x 0.85 - pole lengthJupe for skating skis: body height (cm) x 0.90 - length of poleVo is
an example of a skier of a height of 168 cm:Classic: 168 cm x 0.85 - 142.8 cmSkating: 168 cm x 0.90 - 151.2 cm In any case, the main thing is to skate ski poles being about 10 cm more than the classics. A conventional cross-country ski stick should end approximately at shoulder height, or at the height



of an under-head if it is stuck in the snow. The skating pole reaches approximately up to the chin/mouth, at most in the nose. As children grow up fairly quickly, an adjustable cross-country ski pole (Vario Pole) is recommended. This type of ski stick can be modified in a few steps, it can be used by children
for both ski techniques and grows with them for at least 2-3 years. Perfect cross-country ski equipmentYou have cross-country skis, poles and a couple with fasteners and shoes? So all that's missing are the details. The rest of the equipment for cross-country skiing should include: windbreaker, Breathing
clothing that you can wear on the principle of onion (different layers of clothing) a head warmer (bandeau or sports cap) glasses protecting against UV radiation gloves with sufficient freedom of movement to keep a good grip on the ski poles during the length of the tour, a small backpack or hip bag for
snacks, drinks, keys, etc. Is it good to go? Then you can finally start your day on the track or loipe skating - have fun! Fun!
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